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PERMIT ME TO BEGIN BY THANKING MY PART-TIME FACULTY COLLEAGUE, THE HONORABLE STEVEN BISKUPIC, FOR HIS REMARKS THIS EVENING AND MY FULL-TIME COLLEAGUES, PROFESSORS DAVID PAPKE AND JASON CZARNEZKI, FOR THEIR UNDERTAKINGS THIS PAST YEAR AS THE LAW REVIEW’S FACULTY ADVISORS. THE LAW REVIEW (TO SAY NOTHING OF THE LAW SCHOOL) IS FORTUNATE FOR YOUR INTEREST IN IT.

I WISH TO ADDRESS MY REMARKS TO OUR STUDENTS. I ASKED TO SPEAK AT THE END OF THE EVENING, RATHER THAN EARLIER, BECAUSE I WANTED TO SHARE A THOUGHT OR TWO WITH YOU ABOUT THE LASTING VALUE OF YOUR ACCOMPLISHMENTS OVER THE PAST YEAR (AND IN SOME CASES TWO YEARS). I WANTED, I ADMIT, THE LAST WORD.

YOU HAVE BEEN STEWARDS OF THE MARQUETTE LAW REVIEW. I THINK THAT, AS TIME GOES ON, YOU WILL COME TO AN EVEN RICHER APPRECIATION THAN YOU CAN HAVE TODAY OF WHAT A SIGNIFICANT RESPONSIBILITY THIS IS. FOR AMONG THE MANY THINGS THE LAW REVIEW DOES IS TO SERVE AS OUR SCHOOL’S MOST ACCESSIBLE AND PERMANENT WRITTEN INSTITUTIONAL MEMORY. TO PULL DOWN THE VOLUMES OF THE MARQUETTE LAW REVIEW IS THE ONLY WAY THAT I KNOW TO CONNECT QUICKLY WITH THE LAW SCHOOL OF THE DISTANT PAST. IT IS AN IMPERFECT MEANS, OF COURSE, AS ARE ALL OF OUR EFFORTS TO BE BORNE BACK IN TIME, NO MATTER HOW MUCH ON OCCASIONS WE MIGHT FERVENTLY WISH FOR THIS POSSIBILITY. IT IS IMPERFECT BECAUSE NO PART OF THE SCHOOL CAN REVEAL THE RICHNESS OF THE ENTIRE PROGRAM: READING VOLUME 1 OF THE MARQUETTE LAW REVIEW WILL NOT FULLY INFORM US ABOUT THE LAW SCHOOL OF 1916. BUT IT IS WHAT WE HAVE, IN ADDITION ONLY TO A FEW PAPERS FROM PAST DEANS, AND A FEW OTHERS, MOSTLY SQUIRRELED AWAY IN NEVER-SEEN PARTS OF THE MARQUETTE UNIVERSITY ARCHIVES.

* This is an edited version of the dean’s remarks.
And it is something: as our editor in chief, Ben Proctor, remarked at the beginning of the evening, with specific reference to the inaugural piece in the first issue, the editors of the Law Review throughout its history have sought to help the school “expand and fulfill its mission” by “mak[ing] known its ideals and communicat[ing] its spirit.” Without question this is why, in the tradition of American law reviews, throughout its history the *Marquette Law Review* has included not only scholarly articles but also student notes and even memorial essays and speeches.

So by editing the *Marquette Law Review* you have helped, in the tradition of your predecessors, to establish and perpetuate the memory of our community. I had the privilege to work with some of these predecessors a few years ago in preparing the memorial issue of the Law Review in honor of the late Dean Howard Eisenberg. I noted there that “law reviews have a capacity to speak across the generations—to all those lawyers, academics, and students, for example, who share the venerable tradition of simply paging through old issues of law reviews and looking for familiar names in past mastheads.” But there can be a greater voice within the pages than simply in the masthead of the past. This is why, for as long as I have been dean, I have shared a copy of this memorial issue of the Law Review with each of our students—each of you—the summer before they have joined us as first-year students and future Marquette lawyers.

This perpetuation of memory is among the oldest traditions of our law review. There even was a time when the review indexed the memorials contained in the Wisconsin Reports. The writer had no expectation that his work would be for anyone “a direct help in winning cases or properly advising clients.” It was sufficient for him, a faculty member at the time, to hope that his index would be “of some utility to the historian by furnishing him with facts, to the young attorney by giving him inspiration and to the older practitioner as a memorial of men whom he has fought against, competed with and practiced before and whom, in addition, he has admired, respected and even loved.” More than eight decades since those words were written, it remains within the purview of the Law Review, as I have suggested, in
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appropriate instances to provide “a reminiscence today and perhaps an aide-mémoire tomorrow.”

All of this means, among other things, that as dean I especially feel a connection to the Law Review, even apart from the few things that I published in it before assuming this position for a while. That can bring the occasional touch of melancholy, as I felt this past December when Rob Pluta, an associate at Quarles & Brady, a former research assistant of mine, and the editor in chief of the Marquette Law Review from the Class of 2001, died quite unexpectedly at a young age. During the funeral Mass I sat in Gesu Church, next to Pat Ryan, a Marquette lawyer from the Class of 1969, the managing partner of Quarles & Brady, and himself a former editor in chief of the Marquette Law Review. I reflected on how the coincidence of the careers of these former editors in chief of the Law Review demonstrated that Marquette Law School is still serving some of its historic purposes. Just as Pat came here from a working-class family outside of Chicago, so, too, a generation later, Rob arrived from a working-class family on the south side of Milwaukee. Marquette Law School, let alone the Marquette Law Review, did not make their successes. These individuals accomplished themselves. But we did provide the start, and essential fuel, for their professional journeys, and I am confident that Pat would not object—and Rob would not have objected—to our taking some pride in the accomplishments of their post-law-school lives, in the one case so regrettably brief. Can there be any doubt that it is appropriate and even instructive to remember, as our Managing Editor Jodi Janecek did for Rob—for us—in her eloquent invocation before dinner this evening?

In all events, I believe that the pages of the Law Review have lasting value, beyond the life of some of the doctrine that they may discuss. This is not empty rhetoric. I have spent a considerable amount of time within the past several years writing documents addressed to the future of the Law School. It is striking the number of times, in the course of such drafting, that I have had occasion to go paging through old issues of the Marquette Law Review in search of either inspiration (frequently found in various essays written by the late Dean Robert Boden) or even support for specific propositions. In one such document—indeed, in the most important internal memorandum that I have written as dean, entitled “The Physical Future of the Law School”—I found myself
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quoting Volume 8 of the *Marquette Law Review* from 1924. So in the near future, when you see our brilliant new building on Tory Hill, you will know that the *Marquette Law Review* from 1924 helped to form part of the case for the University's momentous twenty-first-century decision to construct the new law school. This is just an example of why I have on a shelf in my office volumes of the *Marquette Law Review* dating back nearly a century. These are not for decoration (you all have seen my office, and you can attest that virtually none of it is for decoration). They are for use. And it is not for decoration that important space has been reserved in the new building for your successors at the *Marquette Law Review*.

There is much more that could be said about the *Marquette Law Review*—indeed, that should be said. Within the past several years we have strengthened our focus at Marquette Law School on public service and public affairs. There was a time in its history that the Law Review was the center of our efforts on this front. Changing technology and information-gathering habits (a long way of referring to the internet), together with a desire for practical results (not just ideas), have meant that the Law Review has gained considerable company in our public-service efforts. Surely that is in its essence a credit to the rest of the Law School and its development on other fronts, not a discredit to the Law Review. But there is no question that there has been an erosion nationally in the leadership of law reviews in public service and even law reform efforts, a phenomenon to which we who stay on at the Law School each year should be attentive.

And yet I am optimistic about the *Marquette Law Review*. Your specific efforts this year are one of the reasons. Consider your spring issue, which will be devoted to the papers from the Law School's conference this past fall, "Is the Wisconsin Constitution Obsolete?" It represents what I hope will be a happy marriage of a conference led by a law school faculty member, reflecting our efforts directed at public policy in Wisconsin, and the Law Review's traditional role of capturing great learning and new ideas in a permanent way. It is much more than a transcript of the conference (it would be easier if it were just a transcript, but less rich). It rather will reflect amplified and well-edited scholarship—knowledge and ideas that are the best to be found on the

---

subject. The plea-bargaining conference that will occur tomorrow at the Law School and be captured and amplified in next year's volume is another demonstration of why I should be—and am—optimistic about the future.

Our public service and law reform initiatives need the Law Review. They need it for its standards of excellence in precise expression, for its civil discourse, for its permanence, and, yes, for its erudition. Our challenge is to ensure that rapidly evolving communication platforms contribute more and not less to the Law Review as a great resource in the legal and academic worlds.

In short, I thank you for continuing one of the oldest and most revered Marquette Law School traditions and working with us to improve upon it. The tradition is so old that the review even antedates by well more than a decade another great tradition: the extension of the diploma privilege to Marquette law graduates. And, unlike a case filed in federal court yesterday in Madison, challenging the constitutionality of the diploma privilege (or at least of its denial to one particular graduate of an out-of-state law school), no piece of litigation insofar as I am aware has ever challenged the institution of the Marquette Law Review—and quite a number, I daresay, have relied on its authority and wisdom.

You have been good stewards. On behalf of the faculty, I extend not just my congratulations, but my sincere gratitude, to you, the editors and members of Volume 90 of the Marquette Law Review. Thank you.

** * * *